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The perfection of machine-cleaved sections from Hgl- -tnr^e. bulk crystals was

examined. The perfection of the machine-cleaved sections as established by gamma

diffraction rocking curves was found to be much better than the perfection of hand-

cleaved sections or o£ grown thin platelets , reaching afsTmTl^r^perfcctionJto that

of the wire-sawn sections of Hgl^. A correlation between the perfection and the thick-

ness of the machine-cleaved section was also found, i .e . the thicker the cleaved-section

the more perfect i t i s . The reproducibility of the fabrication was-%E£ciasacdy improved

by using-fibs machine cleaving in the process of fabrication.

INTRODUCTION Ifl/lO I Lit
Large single crystals of Hgl_. weighing 20 - 200g, aaiet being grown from the vapor

phase using the TOM Technique *• ' A In order to fabricate nuclear radiation detectors

from these single crystals, thin sections of about 0.4 - 0.8mm thickness have to be

prepared.' Up till now, the -state-of-art of fabricating Hgl, nuclear radiation detectors

involved KM two methods to get thin section frpm the large single crystals: (1) hand-

cleaving using a razor-blade and (2) solution wire sawing.

Chemical wire sawing method involves a loss of about 50» of the crystal volume and

cA is usually followed by a chemical polishing process K̂ ii£tî d3i529asc-Ttiw loss of volume of-

ijpdd^O-j^^cfln-the original volume. This procedure is complicated and oxyona-iv-e

he traditional fnbi*icatinn method, wits hand-cleaving followed by rapid,

nonselective chemical etching, <"<, s'i>»^c>C tv«tl Je $$ l'
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.Recently, Yellon et a l . v*^ pgovcd that hand cleaving causes damage to the

perfection of the crystal while wire sawing p-rworvea' tho»porfooti«n pf .the crys ta l .

, wire sawing causes also a Jaasga. loss of material, the^o-foro, now fabricatior
procedures had to be considered/ wk«** *oss <?f VAU

An alternative attempt to avoid mechanical damage was to grow platelets of

adequate thickness, which could eventually eliminate both cleavage and sowing. Nudes

spectroscopic radiation detectors hnv.ing.--vftgy very small contact.areas of 3mm ^yj

tftible2 (&) f
to 6mm v } could be fabricated from these platelets and tecceJd-en* spectroscopic

resolutions have been reported ^' ® . However, the contact area of the platelets

could not be increased because most of the area of the' platelets had usually a lower

perfection which could be seen even with the naked eye.

^JfftV?\ The present paper describes a new machine cleaver which improves the perfectior

ofMigI2 detector sections, allows the fabrication of large contact areas and avoids

loss of material as occurs with jv̂ ĝ -̂gw-iij.gu, S**W' 0*-v- Sawiwi,

EXPERIMENTAL

A machine guillotine type cleaver was built in our laboratory as shown in Fig.

The single crystal is installed on a micrometric stand. The x-y position of the cryst

can be adjusted within an accuracy of ±1 micron. Also the orientation of the crystal

in angles 6,ip can be adjusted within an accuracy of ±3 sec. The cleavage is then done

by the smooth movement of the knife without the vibration caused by the human hand.

The cleaved sections fabricated by machine cleavmjhad a very smooth, stepless and

highly reflective surface.

In order to compare the perfection of each of the four different kinds of

preparation of thin sections of Ilgl-, i.e. (1) hand-cleaving, (2) machine-cleaving,

(3) solution wire sawing and (4) as grown thin platelets it was decided to use the

gamma-diffraction-rocking-curves method. This method was recently developed for llgl9
single crystal perfection characterization by W.B. Yellon et al. ' . In addition, tin

nuclear spectroscopic resolution of detectors made by various methods of fabrication

was also examined and reported.



RESULTS

The perfection of four machine-cleaved sections of different thicknesses and

of two as grown thin platelets were examined by the gamma radiation rocking curves

method ^ and the results are given in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The nuclear spectroscopic

resolution of It) machine cleavedVinaue from one bulk crystal, 10 hand-cleaved detectors

also made from one bulk crystal and 10 platelets made from one growth run has been

taken and the results are given in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

The results of gamma radiation rocking curves from this work and from previous

work y-' are summarized in Table 1.

a. The gamma radiation rocking curves of the machine-cleaved sections indicate

that the perfection of the machine-cleaved sections increases with the increasing thicl

ness of the section.

b. The perfection of 0.6mm and 0.8mm machine-cleaved sections arc comparable to

the perfection of chemically sawn and polished sections which showed the best perfecti<

in the previous work K/J .

c. The perfection of the platelets is less than the perfection of machine-cleave*

sections and is comparable to the perfection of hand-cleaved sections, although the

nuclear spectroscopic resolution of the detectors fabricated on very small area on the

platelets are exqj?Bt&J)Hr Vi" . The large full width at half maximum of the gamma diffrac'

rocking curve peaks of the platelets can be explained by the fact that the largest pan

of the area of the platelets have a poor perfection and only a very small part of the •

has a good perfection. This is also supported by the shape of the rocking curves of th<

platelets "that consists of many peaks (M->}»*if<?). Therefore, if one can recognize, by mic]

observation, the best transparent spot on the area and put the tiny spot-contact (2-4mi!

on it, a good quality spectrometer for X-rays could be fabricated '̂ .

i 241

tttMess «•• "Che standard deviation of the full width at half maximum of Am peak for th<

machine cleaved detectors, hand cleaved detectors and platelets, show that the machine

cleaved fabrication method show a good reproducibility. This good reproducibility can I

obtained due to the fine control ability of the machine-cleaving method: After a few

initial cleavage trials the (001) plane is found with great accuracy such

terraces or other defects could*be seen with an optical microscope.

as
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Table 1. Gamma radiation rocking curves of sections prepared by four different

methods of fabrication.

6 W e ^
Thickness

(l)Ul))

FWUM
(deg)

Full width at
10% max (deg)

No. of peaks

Machine-cleaved
V-l-50

c

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80

0.225 0.26 0.045 0.09

0.7 0.36 0.1 0.23

6 6 3 ^ 3

Platelets
PI P2

e
thia thdisdc

0.4 0.25

1.23 1.2

11 13

Hand-Cleaved
S-2-17t

B

0.16 0.24

0.8 5.0

3 7

Wire-Sawnt
S-8-10 S-2-17

C B

0.65 0.535

.02 -.04 .1-.32

.035-.09 0.4-1.5

1-3 2-6

Table 2. Spectroscopic resolution of detectors made by machine-cleaved (M-C),

hand-cleaved (H-C) and as grown platelets (PI)

Det. No.

(M-C) from
H-1-53

(H-C) from
V-2-7

(PI) from •
R5

4

2

6

1

.2

. 5

. 0

FWHM

4

2

3

2

.2

.8

.0

a t
3

3 . 6

3 .0

4.1

60

4

2

5

KeV
4

.0

.7

.1

of
5

3 . 9

4.2

3.3

241

4

4

6

Am
6

. 3

.5

.4

(KeV)

3

3

2

7

. 8

.1

.3

4

3

2

8

.1

.7

. 0

3

4

3

9

. 9

.6

. 2

10

4

5

2

.0

.3

.5

Average
(KeV)

4 . 0

3.6

3 .8

Standard 1 *
deviation/^ **

5

25

39 , , , ,

t Reprinted from Ref. «.
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The orientation of the crystal is now kept constant and the sections are

cut using only a translation movement perpendicular to the knife plane.

CONCLUSIONS

Sectioning of the bulk Hgl2 crystals by a machine cleaver of thickness

larger than 0.6mm seems to preserve the crystal perfection and is useful for

fabrication of spectrometer grade detectors.

Taking into account that by chemical sqwing and polishing of the bulk crystal,

a large amount of the volume is wasted, the machine-cleaving which is both faster

and wasteless, may be preferable.

The machine-cleaving method allows also to achieve a good reproducibility

of the quality of the detectors.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Guillotine type machine cleaver and schematic diagram of the possible

translations and rotations.

Figure 2. Rocking curves of the platelets PI and two machine cleaved section

from V-l-50 having a thickness of 0.2nun and 0.8mm.
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